
TruTrade.IO Introduces MACD Global
Automated Trading Software

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA, UNITED

STATES, January 6, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- TruTrade.IO is

revolutionizing retail trading one

product at a time. The latest product to

join their ranks is none other than

MACD Global automated trading

software. 

TruTrade.IO is on a mission to provide

institutional-grade trading technology

to traders worldwide. This is what

inspires each and every automation

they create. Through their innovative

trading technology, TruTrade.IO is

empowering traders worldwide to take

advantage of the market in the same

ways that large investment banks and

other financial institutions have been

able to for decades. 

MACD Global automated trading software enables retail traders to trade trends, momentum

plays, and short-term scalps in everything from stocks and futures to forex markets. To make

trading simpler than ever before, MACD Global automated trading software has a distinct entry

switch for each style of trading.

TruTrade.IO has delivered a true MACD automated strategy that provides seamlessly interactive

functionality switching between trading styles. TruTrade’s MACD PRO/Global versions provide

traders the ability to switch between MACD average line, fast line, and histogram strategies on

the fly, entries and exits are executed in milliseconds. 

In today’s rapidly-moving markets its imperative technology keeps pace! TruTrade  is

revolutionary in the world of automated trading technology. It is even more revolutionary when

one compares the ability of MACD Global automation trading software to that of manual trading.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.trutrade.io/product-page/macd-pro-1
https://www.trutrade.io/product-page/macd-pro-1


Humans simply do not have the capacity to execute with the precision of automation.

TruTrade.IO’s automated trading software is truly extraordinary. 

Ultimately, MACD Global automated trading software is the latest in TruTrade.IO’s line up of

automated trading technology to empower traders to automate their trading with extreme

precision.

The software has a Built-In Back-Test mode that plots historical fills onto a user’s chart, allowing

the user to dial in and preserve their strategy for best results. The user has the ability to bank

profits with just the click of a button, while MACD Global is already on the hunt for the user's

next entry.

TruTrade.IO recommends thinking of MACD Global as a fully automated robot that only the

trader commands.

To learn more, visit https://www.trutrade.io/. 

About TruTrade.IO

TruTrade.IO is a company that specializes in quantitative trading technology. The technology they

produce provides a solution for retail traders who want to trade using the same techniques as

large investment banks and hedge funds. Ultimately, TruTrade.IO allows traders to take their

trading to the next level, thanks to their cutting-edge algorithmic trading technology. To

experience TruTrade automated trading systems for yourself please visit YouTube .
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